PB Series & Rebel Series
Press Brakes
Folding machines
Tooling
Shears
Ironworkers
Plate rolls & Angle rolls
Loading/unloading/storage system
We are solution and innovation
ABOUT US

Metfab Equipment Inc. is a Canadian company specializing in the manufacture and sale of sheet metal fabrication equipment. Founded in 2010, and constantly growing ever since, the company consists of a dynamic and experienced team as well as strong partners in Canada, the United States, Europe and Asia. Metfab is also bolstered by its internationally renowned distributor, which allows it to maintain the largest distribution network in Canada with over 150 representatives.

Our mission?

- Manufacture and sell innovative, automated sheet metal fabrication equipment that is high in quality yet low in price;
- Develop solutions that meet your needs and the emerging needs of the North American market;
- Offer you a full range of expertise on our products, tailored training and unparalleled customer service.

“Expertise, innovation, training and excellence. These are the values that guide our actions, our relationships and our development every day.”

Martin Poirier, CEO of Metfab

Our team

By doing business with Metfab, you can benefit from the know-how of engineers, technicians, designers and product specialists who bring together experience, knowledge and expertise. In addition, we are fortunate in that our team also consists of partners who are internationally recognized for the quality of their products.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Metfab’s strength depends on its unparalleled customer service and the in-depth expertise of its employees.

Purchasing process

Whether you are in the market for a press brake, a shear, a plate roll, tools or any other product related to sheet metal fabrication, our product specialists can guide you through your investment process. In addition to accurately answering your questions, they will provide solutions tailored to your company type in order to fully meet your expectations. Contact us now or request an online quote.

Delivery, installation and training

Thanks to our vast inventory of tools, we can ensure delivery times that are more than reasonable. Furthermore, we can cover distances throughout Canada and the United States at remarkable speeds.

At Metfab, all our technicians are highly specialized in the field of sheet metal as well as industrial maintenance. They will perform a meticulous installation of your equipment. What’s more, they will provide you with full training on the product, as well as on the field and on sheet metal fabrication equipment so that you can use your new equipment to its full capacity and be as independent as possible when it comes to its operation and maintenance.
Custom-made products

What really makes us stand out from other companies in this field is our ability to offer you products that are custom-made according to your needs and your situation.

Furthermore, we also offer a web service for analyzing technical drawings that enables you to acquire high-quality, precision tools so you can manufacture any type of part you want according to your needs.

Call us at 418 903-2999 or write to us at info@metfab.ca to learn more.

 Guarantee and maintenance program

Most of our automation equipment comes with a two-year guarantee that covers parts and labor.

To spare you unnecessary mechanical breakdowns and significant time loss in your production chain, Metfab is proud to offer a preventative maintenance program that will allow you to optimize the performance and cost-effectiveness of your industrial equipment.

Contact us to learn more about these services.
TOOLING

ROLLERI tools

- Metfab is the exclusive distributor of ROLLERI tools in Canada
- Designed and manufactured in Italy
- Induction hardened to a depth of 0.118 inch
- Hardness of 54 to 60 Rockwell C
- Made of chrome steel 42 and chrome steel 45
- Standard and custom
TOOLING

Adjustable Metfab dies

- Made in Canada
- Standard and custom
- 39-inch section
- Adjustable V from 2 to 8 inches and from 2 to 12 inches or custom
- Interchangeable contact surface with 2 different radiiuses
- Induction hardened to 58 Rockwell C
- Easily adjustable by a single operator
PRESS BRAKES

PB Series press brakes

- Affordable high-end machines
- Custom designed according to your real needs
- Machined after the welding assembly, giving the press brakes maximum bending rigidity and making them more effective and durable
- Capacity from 30 to 800 tons
- Length from 3 to 24 feet
- 3 to 8 axes, robotic and tandem cell
- Hydraulic crowning
- Sturdy
- Accurate
- Easy to use
- Fast
- Repetitive
PRESS BRAKES

Components

- Bosch-Rexroth
- Yaskawa
- Heidenhain
- Parker
- THK
- ABB
- Delem
PRESS BRAKES

PB-M Series press brakes

- Affordable high-end machines
- Custom designed according to your real needs
- 800 tons and more
- Best guarantee on the market
- Fast thanks to the 4 Y-shaped hydraulic cylinders
- Sturdy
- Accurate
- Easy to use
- Repetitive

Components

- Bosch-Rexroth
- Yaskawa
- Heidenhain
- Parker
- THK
- ABB
- Delem
PRESS BRAKES

Rebel press brakes

- Hydraulic CNC Press Brake
- Solid and user-friendly machines
- Custom-made
- Cost-effective
- High precision and low noise
- High speed
- Laser guard beside the bottom tool
- Easy to use
PRESS BRAKES

Delem controllers

- Compact and versatile solutions for powerful and economical press brake applications
- Easy to program
- Fast and efficient
- 3D visualization in simulation and production
- Guaranteed smooth smart-up, even after instant shutdown
- Windows applications suite
- USB interface
- Open system architecture
- Sensor bending and correction interface

Radbend bending software

- Automatic bend sequencing
- Automated tool selection
- Tool setup optimization
- Support for lifting aids and angle measurement systems
FOLDING MACHINES

CIDAN folding machines

- Ideal for plating shops, ventilation plants, etc.
- Perfect for folding thin material
- Fast and accurate (maximum speed of 98” per minute)
- Compact and silent
- Low energy consumption
- Very low maintenance operating costs
- Versatile and can produce a large range of profiles with minimal tools
- Easy to use, a single operator needed
- Environmentally friendly
SHEARS

PB Series shears

- Manufactured using components that are recognized for their superior quality and easily accessible on the market
- Sturdy
- High level of precision
- Fast
- Repetitive
- Advanced technology
- Pneumatic sheet support
- Capacity: 1/4 inch to 1 inch
- Length: 8 to 20 feet

Components

- Delem
- Bosch-Rexroth
- Parker
- ABB
- Yaskawa
- Heidenhain
SHEARS

Delem DAC-360s controller

- Panel based housing
- Bright LCD screen
- Back/front gauge control
- Retract function
- Cutting angle and gap control
- Stroke length limitation
- Manual movement of axes
- Force control
- Sheet thickness measurement

DAC-Series

The DAC-360s, a compact shear control, provides backgauge control, angle control, gap and stroke control capabilities.
IRONWORKERS

PB Series ironworkers

- Capacity from 40 to 175 tons
- High-end components that are well-known and available on the North American market
PLATE ROLLS

- Made in Italy
- Components are well known on the North American market
- 3 or 4 plate rolls
- Capacity from 1/32 inch to 12 inches
- Length from 1 to 26 feet or custom
- Fast, versatile and easy to use
- Plate rolls made of high-quality tempered steel
- Driving plate rolls with hydraulic clamping of the sheet to ensure accurate and consistent treatment
- Solid construction of welded and machined steel to guarantee extreme precision and reduce stress in the steel
- Exclusive integrated hydraulic system for advanced performance
- Parallelism controlled by massive torsion bars to ensure a high level of precision
- The permanent lubrication system and planetary motion of the plate rolls prevent all forms of friction and ensure the machine is highly precise
ANGEL ROLLS

- Wide range of models
- Designed and manufactured to achieve the same performance at 3 times the diameter of the upper roll
- 3 or 4 rolls
LOADING – UNLOADING – STORAGE SYSTEM

- Automated loading unloading system for sheet metal
- 10, 20 or 30 trays
- Up to 50 sheets of 24 ga per tray
- Inventory count of each tray
- Special cover for easy sliding and plastic inserts to avoid scratches damage on your materials
- A massive and very stable base with 4 leveling pads
- Safe storage solution
CONTACT AND PRICING

Sales office & administration

735 De St-Romuald Street, Lévis, Quebec, G6W 5M6, Canada

Phone: 1-844-903-2999
Mail: info@metfab.ca

MAP

METFAB.CA
REQUEST A QUOTE